Industrial Waste Fuel Spill Collection. FAC: 8313

CATCODE: 831157
OPR: AFCEC/COS
OCR: AFCEC/CFT

1.1. **Description.** This facility consists of a collection basin (where floatable material is collected, separated, and removed), a diversion chamber installed within a drain line or channel, and inlet and outlet piping.

1.2. **Requirements Determination.** Ensure the facility is able to collect and separate spilled fuel and oil carried by surface water drainage from large paved aprons used for aircraft refueling, truck and tanker unloading, and similar activities. It is separate from CATCODE 831155.

1.3. **Scope Determination.** Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance.

1.4. **Dimensions.** Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance.

1.5. **Design Considerations.** Site facilities in compliance with explosive safety standards of, DoD 6055.9-Std and AFMAN 91-201. Facility design includes, as an integral component, provisions to preclude discharge of pollutants to the surrounding atmosphere, ground, or waters.